
 
 

 

Airports Commission Consultation: Gatwick Area Drop In Session 

 

Members of the team supporting the Commission will be available to provide advice 

on responding to its consultation on proposals for additional airport capacity in the 

Longley Suite, Arora Hotel, Crawley from 18:00 to 20:00 on 16 December 2014.  

 

Tickets are not required to attend this event. 

 

The Airports Commission has over the past six months carried out a significant 

amount of work to analyse the economic, business and environmental impacts of the 

proposals for additional capacity at Heathrow Airport. It has recently published the 

results of this analysis for public consultation.  

 

An important part of this process is to hear from those people likely to be impacted by 

the proposals and we would like to encourage people to respond. The consultation 

runs until 3 February 2015, and the consultation materials, including information on 

how to respond, can be accessed on our website. 

 

To hear views at first hand the Commission has also set up a public discussion session 

on 16 December at the Arora Hotel, Crawley. This will enable it to hear views from 

local communities and their elected representatives. This session has proved to be 

very popular and we will be publishing a full transcript on our website so those unable 

to attend are able to read what was said.  

 

The Commission would encourage people to respond to the consultation, and look 

forward to taking their views on board as we enter the final phase of our work to 

identify the best overall proposal. 

 

Drop in session Address 

 

Longley Suite 

Arora Hotel 

Southgate Ave,  

Crawley,  

West Sussex  

RH10 6LW  

 

The venue is adjacent to Crawley station.  

 

Parking: Parking is available at the hotel on a first come, first served basis. Guests 

requiring step free access should park at surface level. 


